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Abstract 
Let Q(n) be the n-dimensional hypercube, and X a set of points in Q(n). The Steiner problem 
for the hypercube is to find the smallest number Z&r, X) of edges in any subtree of Q(n) which 
spans X. Let W(k, n) be the set of points in Q(n) having weight k, where we normalize k + 1 < 
n/2. We apply a result of Frank1 and Rod1 on the generalized Turan problem for hypergraphs to 
show that 
L(n,W(k+l,n))~(k:l)+(lfo(l))(~)(~) ask+co. 
We also show that the second term on the right is within a factor of log(k) from 
optimal. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = ( V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set I/ and edge set E. The Steiner 
problem for G (first introduced in [2]) is: given a subset X of V find the minimum 
number L(X, G) of edges in any subtree of G which contains X among its vertices. 
Apart from its intrinsic interest as a graph theory problem, the Steiner problem is 
motivated by various layout problems in VLSI design and in communication net- 
works. 
This problem has been considered for various classes of graphs G (see the survey 
[IS]). In this paper we continue a study, begun in [3], of the Steiner problem in the case 
where G is the n-dimensional hypercube Q(n). Among the results in the latter paper 
were ‘formulas’ for L(X, Q(n)) when 1X I< 5, and NP-completeness even in the sub- 
problem when X is only permitted to be an arbitrary subset of the points of weight 2 
in Q(n). 
By definition, Q(n) is the graph whose point set is the set of all 2” n-tuples over the 
alphabet (0, l}. Two points of Q(n) form an edge if and only if the corresponding 
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n-tuples differ in exactly one coordinate. The weight of a point is the number of l’s 
among its coordinates. We let W(k,n) be the set of all points in Q(n) of weight k. As 
more convenient notation, given any set X c Q(n), we let L(n, X) = L(X, Q(n)). 
One of the results in [3] was the bound 
under the restriction that k is at most roughly O(n”‘). That result made use of a result 
of Frank1 and Rod1 [l] related to the generalized Turan problem for hypergraphs. 
Their result involves the construction of a set D c W(k,n) of size at most 
[(l + o(1)) (log(k)/k)(i)] (as k -+ CL) which dominates W(k + 1, n); that is, such that for 
every WE W(k + 1, n) there is a DE W(k, n) for which VW is an edge of Q(n). In this report 
we obtain the improved bound 
L(n, W(k+l.nH<(k: 1)+(’ +0(l)) (F) (;), 
with k restricted only by k+ 1 <Ln/21. When k+ 1 >Ln/2 J the symmetry of the 
hypercube then implies the dual bound obtained by replacing each occurrence of k in 
the second term of the right side by k+ 2. We make an analysis of the connected 
components structure in the subgraph of Q(n) induced by D u W(k + 1, n). The results 
of this analysis imply that by adding to D a set E of negligibly smaller size, the 
resulting set D u E u W(k + 1, n) induces a connected subgraph of Q(n). The improved 
bound follows. 
In the last section we show that this bound is in a certain strong sense within 
a factor of log(k) from optimal. 
2. The upper hound 
In this section we apply a result of Frank1 and Rod1 [1] on the generalized Turan 
problem to get an upper bound for L(n, W(k + 1, n)). 
Observe first that a trivial upper bound for L(n, W(k + 1, n)) is obtained by noting 
that the subgraph of Q(n) induced by W(k + 1, n) u W(k, n) is connected. It follows that 
L(n,W(k+l,n))<]W(k+l,n)l+lW(k,n)~-l=(k~l) +(9)-l. Of course one would 
expect to improve on this fairly crude bound. A better approach is to use a result of 
[l] that provides a subset 2 c W(k, n) which dominates W(k + 1, n) and has size 
121 <( 1+0(l)) (log(k)/k) (3 as k -+ CO. The hope is then that by adding not too many 
more points to Z we might obtain a set Z’ such that the graph induced by 
Z’u W(k + 1, n) is connected. Indeed, the main result of this section is that such a Z’ 
exists having an additional number of points which is negligible compared to the 
bound for 1 Z 1 given above. 
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As background, recall the Turan problem for graphs. This is to find the maximum 
number of edges a graph G on n points can have so that G contains no subgraph 
isomorphic to K, (the complete graph on t points). This problem was solved in [4]. 
Equivalently one may ask for the smallest size of a set T of edges in K, such that every 
K, subgraph of K, contains some edge from T. 
A possible generalization of the Turan problem to hypergraphs, coming from the 
case t=3 where we are covering triangles (i.e. 3-sets) by edges (2-sets), is as follows. 
What is the minimum size C(n, k) among all collections T of k-sets from a ground set 
X on n points so that every (k + 1)-subset of X contains at least one element from T? 
The connection with hypercubes is then natural. First we view the elements of X as the 
coordinate positions used in describing the points of Q(n). Each subset G of X then 
corresponds to a point of Q(n), which we denote p(G), having l’s in the coordinates 
belonging to G and O’s in the remaining coordinates. Similarly for a collection T of 
subsets of X we let p(T) be the subset u GETp(G) of the point set of Q(n). Now C(n, k) 
may be viewed as the minimum size of a set V c W(k, n) which dominates W(k + 1, n), 
i.e. such that for any WE W(k + 1,n) there is a VE V such that VW is an edge of Q(n). 
We now describe the construction of [l]. The following notation will be needed. Let 
X= { 1,2, . . . , n} be a ground set of n elements, and let (f) denote the collection of 
m-subsets of X for any m, 1 <m < n. Consider an integer Y < k to be chosen later, and 
assume for convenience that n=rt, where t is some positive integer. Now partition 
X as X=XOuX1uX,u ...uX~_~, where Xi={c:ldc<n, c=i(modr)}. For any 
subset GcX, let S(G)={i: GnXi#$}, and s(G)= IS(G For any integer e, 
O<e<r-1, define 
Ve={FE( :)I e+s x-0,1,2, . . . , or r-s(F) (modr) . 
Theorem 2.1 (Frank1 and Rod1 Cl]). F or any Odedr- 1, the set p(V,) dominates 
W(k+ 1, n). 
Proof. We paraphrase the proof given in [l]. Consider any e and any GE((,,,). It 
suffices to show that there exists a corresponding FE V, such that F c G. For any geG 
let y(g)=c+Cx+(gJ x. The numbers {y(g): gEG} form a set of s(G) distinct numbers 
modulo r. Hence by the pigeon hole principle there exists w such that y(w) = i (mod r) 
for some i satisfying 0 < i < r - s(G). The set F = G - {w} then satisfies FE V, and F c G, 
as required. 0 
For any Odedr- 1, let R, be the subgraph of Q(n) induced by p( V,)u W(k + 1, n) 
(with V, defined as above). Since p( V,) already dominates W(k + 1, n), the subgraph R, 
is a good start towards constructing a subtree of Q(n) which spans W(k + 1, n). Should 
R, be connected, we would have the bound L(n, W(k + 1, n)) d 1 R, I= (k; 1) + ) p( V,) I. 
But even when R, turns out to be disconnected, a bound for L(n, W(k + 1, n)) will be 
obtained by addending to R, a modest number of points of Q(n) so as to induce 
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a connected subgraph. Therefore we introduce the following notation towards ana- 
lyzing the structure of the connected components of R,. 
For a given r, 0 < e < r - 1, and a given G c X with 1 G I= k, we define the congruence 
vector of G as the vector C(G) = (co, cl, . . . , C, _ 1 ), where ci = 1 G n Xi 1 is the number of 
elements of G congruent to i mod r. For a congruence vector D we let the block of D be 
{H c X: C(H)= D}, and the term block will refer to any collection B of k-subsets from 
X such that B is the block of D for some congruence vector D. Again, such a B may 
also be viewed as a subset of W(k, n). Abusing our notation somewhat, we will refer to 
a block B by the congruence vector D defining B when there is no chance of confusion. 
As an example with k=4 and r =3 and n large enough, we have the subset (of X) 
G= {3,6,4, S} with C(G)=(2,1,1) and associated block B=(2,1,1) (consisting of all 
H c X satisfying C(H) =(2,1,1)). For a block B we let s(B) be the number of nonzero 
entries in the congruence vector defining B (so that s(B)=3 for the block of the 
preceding example). Note that each of the sets V, defined above partitions as a disjoint 
union of blocks since if GE V, then any HE($) satisfying C(H) = C(G) must also belong 
to V,. As k is arbitrary in these definitions, we can speak about blocks which are 
subsets of W(t,n) for any t. Finally for any subset M c W(k,n) we let 
Nb(M)= {UE W(k+ 1, n): uuEE(Q(n)) for some EM). 
Lemma 2.2. For any block B, the subgraph of Q(n) induced by p(B)uNb(p(B)) is 
connected. 
Proof. Let G, HEB. We will construct a sequence of ‘exchanges’ leading from G to H. 
Corresponding to this sequence is a path in Q(n) from p(G) to p(H) whose points 
alternate between p(B) and Nb(p(B)). 
Let G\H={xl,xz ,..., xC} and H\G={y,,y, ,... , yc} where xi -yi (mod r) for all 
i < c. Now let Go = G, and inductively let Gi = Gi_ 1 u { y~i+ 1I,2) for i odd and 
Gi=Gi-r\{Xi/Z} f or i even, 1~ i < 2c. An easy induction shows that Gzc = H, while 
Gi~B for i even, and p(Gi)p(Gi+,) is an edge of Q(n) for all i. Hence 
p(G,)p(G,) ll. p(G,,) is a path in Q(n) from p(G) to p(H) alternating between p(B) and 
Nb(p(B)), as desired. 0 
The preceding lemma motivates the following approach to clarifying the 
connected components structure in the graphs R,. Let B=(co, cl, . . . , c,_ 1) and 
B’=(do,dl, . . . . d,_ 1) be two blocks in the disjoint block decomposition of V,. Also let 
fi be the r-dimensional vector having a 1 in coordinate i and O’s everywhere else, and 
let eit=f;--fr. We will say that B and B’ are related if they satisfy 
B= B’+ei,, (*) 
for some 0 <i, t <r - 1, where + denotes vector addition. We then define the block 
graph BG(e) as the graph whose vertices are the blocks in the disjoint block decompo- 
sition of V,, and whose edges are unordered block pairs BB’ for which B and B’ are 
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related (in the above sense). When S is a set of points in a graph G, we denote by (S) 
the subgraph of G induced by S. 
Lemma 2.3. Let F c BG(e). Then (p(F)uNb(p(F))) is a connected subgraph of 
Q(n) o (F) is a connected subgraph ofBG(e). 
Proof. -+ : Suppose BB’ is an edge of(F) with B and B’ satisfying (*) for some i and t. 
Then the block B” = B’+f, (note that B” c W(k + 1, n)) satisfies 
P@“) = CNb(p(B’))nNb(p(B))l. 
It follows by Lemma 2.2 that p(BuB’)uNb(p(BuB’)) induces a connected sub- 
graph of (F ). The connectedness of F and the preceding observation then imply by 
a simple induction that (p(F)uNb(p(F))) is connected, as required. 
+: Let B, B’ be distinct vertices of F, and let u~p(B), u’~p(B’). Let 
v=vg,v~,v~, . ..) U, = v’ be a path joining u and v’ in (p(F) u Nb(p(F))). Observe that 
Ui~p(F) for i even and UiE W(k + 1, n) for i odd, and that t is even. For i even, let Bi be 
the block of V, to which Vi belongs. Then each pair BiBi+, are related (if not identical). 
Hence B and B’ are joined in (F) by the walk B=BO,BZ,.._,Bt=B’. 0 
In view of Lemma 2.3, we can determine the connected components structure of R, 
by instead determining the connected components structure of BG(e). To facilitate 
this, we will use the following terminology. We will view a block B = (c,,, cl,. . . , c,_ 1) 
as an ordered set of I piles of ‘chips’. We will refer to these piles as ‘pile O’, ‘pile 1’ . . . , 
‘pile r - 1’. Alternatively, view a block as a configuration of Cl:: ci = k indistinguish- 
able objects into r distinguishable cells. We make notational use of the cyclic nature of 
the subscripts in (c,,, c 1, . . . , c,_ 1) as follows. When a coordinate entry in an r-tuple is 
expressed involving a subscript i, that entire entry is understood to denote ci, the 
number of chips in pile i. For example, (O,O, . . . ,O, Xi+ l,O, . . . ,O) denotes the r-tuple 
with only one nonzero entry, namely xi+ 1, as its coordinate ci. Further, when ci is 
expressed using a term involving a subscript i as just discussed, we may display the 
entries Ci-l,Ci_2, etc. as appearing to the left of ci, even when i- 1 or i- 2, etc., are 
‘greater than i’ when taken as nonnegative residues modulo r. For example, 
(0, l,O, 0, x2, 5) denotes the same block more usually denoted by (O,O, x2, 5,0, l), 
namely, the block having x2 chips in pile 2,5 chips in pile 3,1 chip in pile 5, and 0 chips 
in the other piles. 
A block (c,,c r, . . . , c,_ J (or equivalently, the corresponding piles of chips) will 
be called legal if it belongs to V,. When e is fixed by context, the sum of B is 
sum(B)=e+CyIi Ci, thought of as an integer modulo r. The relation (*) shows that 
traversing an edge B’B of BG(e) is equivalent, in the language of chips, to transferring 
a single chip in configuration B’ from pile t to pile i, obtaining as a result the 
configuration B. We call the transfer of a single chip from one pile of a block to 
another (possibly empty) pile a moue. Depending upon which two piles are involved, 
a move may or may not result in a block which lies in V,. A move will be called legal iff 
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both its starting and ending blocks (B’ and B) are legal (i.e., they lie in V,). By 
definition, then, a move is legal iff B and B’ are legal, i.e. sum(B) (resp. 
sum(B0,1,2, . . . , or r-s(B)(resp. s(B’)) mod r. We will refer to the set {BEBG(e): 
s(B)=i} as level i. For a given i,2<i<r, we let o(i)=r-i+ 1. Thus for fixed e,o(i) is 
the ‘first’ disallowed sum value for any block of V, lying in level i, the others being 
o(i)+ 1, w(i)+2, . . upto r- 1. When i= 1, any sum value is allowed for a block at 
level i, i.e. all blocks in level 1 are legal. 
Lemma 2.4. Let r>6. Then.for any e, the vertices qf BG(e) lying in level 1 are in the 
same connected component of BG(e). 
Proof. Let B be a vertex in BG(e) all of whose chips are in pile i. It suffices to find 
a sequence of legal moves ending with the vertex all of whose chips are in pile i- 1. 
(Notice that all blocks lying in level 1 are legal.) As notation in this proof, we augment 
the r-tuple (cO,cl, . . . ,c~-~) denoting a block B by (cO,cl, . . ..c~_~.z), where 
z = sum(B). Also a ‘long’ sequence of consecutive O’s among the coordinates will be 
written in exponent form; e.g. (Of,cr, . . . , cftm, Or-*-m-1; z) will denote a block whose 
first t and last r-t-m - 1 piles are empty. 
We move chips from pile i to pile i- 1 one at a time (reducing the sum by 1 mod r 
each time) until we reach a block with sum o(2)+ 1 or until pile i is exhausted, 
whichever comes first. In the latter case we would be done, so suppose we arrive at 
a block B’ with sum o(2) + 1 lying in level 2, and represent B’ by (O'- ‘, xi_ 1, Xi, 
Or- i+l; o(2)+ 1). (Possibly xi-i =0 if the original block B already had sum o(2)+ 1, 
and then B’ = B.) 
We now make the move B’ -+ (Oie3, l,O,xi-i,xi- l,O’-‘-I; m(2)-2) which is legal 
since 0(3)=0(2)- 1. Now again move one chip at a time from pile i to pile i- 1, until 
either pile i is exhausted or the sum reaches w(2)+ 1, whichever comes first. 
Assume first that pile i is exhausted. At that stage we are at a block 
C = (Oi-3, l,O, k - 1, Or-‘; z), where the k - 1 entry indicates the number of chips in pile 
i - 1, and where z is neither o(2) nor w(2)- 1 mod r. Thus C c I’, since s(C) = 2 while 
sum(C) is not the (single) disallowed value o (2). The move C + (Oi- ‘, k, Or-i) is then 
legal since the resulting block lies in V,, and we are done. 
So suppose that pile i was not exhausted, and we have reached a block 
D=(Oi~3,1,0,yi-~,y~,0’~i~‘; w(2)+1). NOW make the moves D~(O’-‘,yi_,+l,yi, 
Or-‘-‘; 0(2)+3)-r(Oi~‘,~~_~+2,~~~11,0’~i~’~ W(2)+2)~(Oi-‘,yi_l+3, 
yi - 2, Or-‘- ‘; o(2) + 1) = E, where if either yi - 1 or yi - 2 is 0 then we stop and are 
done with the proof. In the final block of the sequence we must have yi--2<Xi. 
Substituting E for B’ and repeating the process starting from B’, we are done by 
induction. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Every block BEBG(e) satisfying s(B) < r - 1 is joined by a path in BG(e) to 
some block B’ in BG(e) having exactly two nonempty piles, these piles being consecutive. 
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Proof. Call a block in BG(e) having exactly two nonempty piles, these being con- 
secutive, a 2-block. Observe that for any BEBG(~) we can assume s(B)>2, since when 
s(B) = 1 we can just move a chip from the nonempty pile to either of the two piles next 
to it, obtaining a 2-block. (At least one of these moves result in a legal block.) 
The basic plan is to make moves which ‘compress’ the piles of chips until we reach 
a 2-block. That is, for any block B = (co, cl, c2, . . . ,c,_~) let m(B)=min{i: ci>O} and 
M(B)=max {i: ci>O). Then our moves will be such that m is nondecreasing, A4 is 
nonincreasing, with at least one out of every two consecutive moves managing to 
include either the transfer of a chip from pile M to pile M - 1, or from pile m to pile 
m+ 1, with no chip ever transferred to either of piles m or M. 
Suppose first that rr/21+1<s(B)dr-1. Let X(B)=min{i: ci>O, ci+i>Oz 
i#r-l}. Note that X(B) exists because of rr/21+1<s(B) and the pigeon hole 
principle. Consider the following procedure. 
Procedure Compress 
Input: A block BEBG(~) satisfying [r/21+1 <s(B)<r-1. 




(1) If s(B’)drr/21+ 1, then return B’. 
Otherwise: 
(2) If sum(B’)#O, then move one chip from pile M(B’) to pile M(B’)- 1. 
(3) Otherwise (so sum(B’)=O) 
(a) If o(s(B))=2, then move one chip from pile X(B) to pile X(B)+ 1. 
(b) Otherwise (so o(s(B))33), move one chip from pile m(B) to pile m(B)+ 1. 
Let C be the block resulting from executing whichever of (2) or (3) is applicable. 
B’+C 
Repeat step (1). 
end 
We claim that this procedure is valid; that is, the block B’ returned has the 
properties specified in the description of the output. 
Observe first that if all the moves made in this procedure were legal, then we would 
be done. For then, each execution of step (2) or (3b) moves a chip from the extreme 
right to the left or from the extreme left to the right. On applying (3a), the resulting 
block C satisfies sum(C) > 0, so when we repeat step (1) we will either be done (with the 
desired block) or (2) will be executed. Hence a single cycle of the procedure results in 
either a block of the desired kind, or a nondecrease in m along with a nonincrease in 
M and a move of one chip from pile m to the right, or from pile M to the left. Since the 
total number of chips is finite, we must reach a block B’ satisfying s(B’)drr/21+ 1. 
This B’ is in the same component as the original B since all moves were legal. 
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Next we show that starting with a legal block B, any single move in this procedure 
(as detailed in steps (2) or (3)) results in a legal block C. It would then follow by 
induction that all moves executed are legal, and the validity of Procedure Compress 
would follow from the preceding paragraph. 
Suppose first that (2) is executed. Then s(C) <s(B)+ 1 while sum(C) =sum(B)- 1. 
Hence it follows from 0 < sum(B) <c+(B))- 1 and o(t+ l)=w(t)- 1 for any t, that 
06 sum(C)<&(C))- 1. Thus C is legal. 
Now suppose (3) is executed. If o(s(B))=2, then after executing (3a) we have 
o(s(C))>o(s(B))= 2 (since a chip transfer was made between nonempty contiguous 
piles), and sum(C)=sum(B)+ 1 = 1. Hence C is legal. Otherwise, after executing (3b) 
we get sum(C) = 1 and o@(C)) > o@(B))- 1 B 2. Hence again C is legal. The validity of 
Procedure Compress is thus proved. 
We have shown so far that there is a path in BG(e) from any block B satisfying 
[r/21+ 1 <s(B)dr- 1 to some block B’ satisfying s(B’)<rr/21+ 1. The proof of the 
lemma is now completed by observing that for any such B’ there is a path in BG(e) 
joining it to some 2-block of BG(e). The proof of this observation consists in just 
applying a trivially modified version of Compress, which we call Compress’, to B’. 
Compress’ is the same as Compress, except that the phrase ‘If s(B’) <<r/21+ 1’ in step 
(1) is replaced by ‘If B’ is a a-block’. The validity of B’ is proved in the same way, and 
in fact consideration of step (3a) can be omitted since the condition s(B)<rr/21+ 1 
implies that 0(s(B))>3. 0 
Theorem 2.6. For any r 3 6, and any 0 de < r - 1, the graph BG(e) has the following 
connected components: 
(1) A ‘large’ component L(e)={BEBG(e): s(B)<r-l}u{BEBG(e): s(B)=r, and 
B has at least one pile containing exactly one chip}. 
(2) A singleton component {B} f or each block BEBG(e) satisfying s(B) = r and having 
at least two chips in each pile. We denote the collection of such components Z(e). 
Proof. Let B be an arbitrary block of BG(e) satisfying s(B)<r - 1. By Lemma 2.4 we 
know that B is in the same connected component of BG(e) as some 2-block B’, the 
latter having all its chips in, say, piles i and i+ 1. Now proceed as in the proof of 
Lemma 2.4 to show that there is a path in BG(e) from B’ to a block B” in level 1. 
(Move one chip at a time from pile i + 1 to pile i until the sum reaches o(2) + 1, etc.) It 
follows by Lemma 2.4 that all vertices B in BG(e) satisfying s(B) < r - 1 are contained 
in a single connected component. 
Now take a vertex B of BG(e) satisfying s(B)= r. Then sum(B) = 0, since 0 is the only 
allowable sum value for blocks at level r. 
Suppose first that every pile of B has at least two chips. Then any single chip move 
from J3 results in a block C for which s(C) is still r, but sum(C) # sum(B)=O. Hence 
C is not legal. Thus {B} must be a singleton connected component of BG(e), proving 
statement (2). 
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On the other hand suppose B has some pile i containing exactly one chip. Then 
moving this chip to (the nonempty) pile i + 1 gives a block C satisfying s(C) = r - 1 and 
sum(C) = sum(B) + 1 = 1. Hence C is legal, and B belongs to the same ‘large’ connected 
component of BG(e) as C, proving statement (1). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 0 
Corollary 2.7. Suppose r > 6 and k < 2r- 1. Then the graph BG(e) is connected for 
every e, O<edr- 1. 
Proof. Let B be the block of BG(e) at level r. Then k d 2r - 1 implies that some pile of 
B has exactly one chip. Thus the ‘large’ component of BG(e) is all of BG(e). 0 
We now proceed to our upper bound for L(n, W(k+ 1,n)). 
Theorem 2.8. 
Proof. Recall the partition of BG(e) into the ‘large component’, which we called L(e), 
and the set of isolated blocks, which we called Z(e). Our first step is to show that there 
is a subset C, of Q(n) such that IC,(=l V,l+O(lI(e)l) and C,u W(k+l,n) induces 
a connected subgraph of Q(n). 
Let BEZ(e). Suppose we remove two chips of B from pile 0, and place one of them at 
some pile i # 0 and the other at some pilej # 0, where i +j = r. Then the resulting block 
B, belongs to L(e)uZ(e), and there must be vertices x,,~p(B) and xlep(B1) joined by 
a path of length 4 whose vertices have weight k, k- 1, or k-2. Repeat this procedure 
on B1 in place of B (where the i and j in this step need not be the same as they were in 
the previous step - they need only sum to r), obtaining a block Bz${B, B,} and 
a vertex xZep(BZ) at distance 4 from x1. Continue this process until we have found 
a sequence of blocks B =I&,, B1, BZ, . . . , B,, B,+ 1 and a sequence of vertices 
~0, ~1, ~2, . . . ,x,, x,+ 1, where xiEp(Bi), such that 
(i) BiEZ(e) for Odibm, B,+,EL(e), 
(ii) For each i, 0 < i < m, there is a path of length 4 joining xi and xi+ 1 where vertices 
of the path have weights k, k - 1, or k - 2. 
We note that there must exist an m for which B ,,,+ 1 EL(e) since the successive 
removal of chips from pile 0 must eventually lead to a block (which we called B,, 1) 
having either one chip or no chips in pile 0. This block must belong to L(e) by 
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Theorem 2.1. We also get a path in Q(n) from x0 to the set p(L(e)), every fourth point 
of which belongs to p(l(e)) (starting with x0). Call this path P(B). 
We now construct the set C, as follows. Choose some B~l(e), and let D”)=P(B). 
Now suppose inductively that we have constructed a set D@) c Q(n). If DC’) contains 
a point of p(B) for every BEZ(e), then let D,=D('). Otherwise, let B’El(e) be such that 
p(B’) n D@)= 0. Let Q(B’) be a subpath of P(B’) starting at a point in B’ and ending at 
the first point of P (B’) which lies either in D@) or in L(e). Now let D(i+l)=D(i)u Q(B’). 
This procedure eventually produces a set D, = D@), where t is the smallest integer such 
that D@) contains a point of p(B) for every BEZ(e). Now let C,=D,up(V,). 
We now observe that the graph induced by C, u W(k + 1, n) is connected. This 
follows from the following facts. 
(a) The graph induced by p(L(e))uNb(p(L(e))) is connected by Lemma 2.3 and 
Theorem 2.6. 
(b) For each BEl(e) the subgraph induced by P(B)uNb(p(B)) is connected by 
Lemma 2.2. 
(c) Each of the subgraphs mentioned in (b) is joined to p@(e)) in Q(n) by a path in D,. 
Note also that ID,1 = O(lZ(e)l), where the constant factor implicit in the big 0 is 4. 
The set C, with the desired properties has thus been constructed. 
The reader is referred to Fig. 1 for an illustration of how C,u W(k+ 1, n) is 
connected. In that figure, rectangles denote blocks. While we made no use of blocks 
within W(k + 1, n), the set W(k + 1, n) does partition into blocks, and for each block 
Fig. 1. The graph induced by C,u W(k + 1, n). 
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B in W(k,n), Nb(p(B)) is a union of blocks. For each block B in W(k,n), the edges 
between p(B) and the blocks comprising Nb(p(B)) are indicated in Fig. 1 by thickened 
edges. Recall by Lemma 2.2 that each p(B) u Nb(p(B)) induces a connected subgraph. 
By Theorem 2.6 and Lemma 2.3, the subgraph induced by p(L(e))uNb(p(L(e))) is 
connected. In Fig. 1, dots denote points of D,. Observe that each isolated block B’ in 
Z(e) is joined to the large component L(e) by the path P(B’), these paths indicated by 
the thin directed edges. 
We can now estimate L(n, W(k+ 1,n)). First we have 
r- 1 r-1 r-l 
e~olCel=e~olV,l+O ( 1 C Ill 2 e=O 
so it follows that for some t we have 
Now the expression +C’,lb ) V,I is estimated in [ 11, and with the choice r =L k/log(k) 1, 
is shown to be bounded above by 
n 0 1 log(k) k L k/log(k) J log(k)- 1’ 
Consider now the second term O(~C:~JZ(e)l). We observe that the union 
u 0 Q e dr _ 1 I(e) has size equal to the number of ways of distributing k indistinguishable 
chips among r distinguishable piles, where there are at least two chips in each pile. 
This number is (k;l;l). Since this union is disjoint, it follows that 
Plugging in the choice r=Lk/log(k) J, the first inequality of the theorem follows. 
Consider now the equality in the theorem. Using standard bounds on binomial 
coefficients we have 
k-L kl’og(k) j- ’ 
LWx(k) 1-l 
<(e log(k))k/log(k) and 
0 
i a(nlk)k. 
Now taking logarithms and simplifying, it follows easily that the ratio of the right-hand 
side of the first inequality to the right-hand side of the second approaches 0 as k --,a. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. Optimality 
We now show that the upper bound for L(n, W(k + 1, n)) given in Theorem 2.8 is 
asymptotically optimal to within a factor of log(k) in a certain strong sense. Let 
M(k)= min { lH\ W(k + 1, n)l: H is a connected subgraph of Q(n) 
spanning W(k + 1, n)}, 
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so that M(k)=&, W(k+l,n))-(,;,). W e will show that (1+0(l)) (log&)/k) ($) is 
optimal for M(k) to within a factor of log(k) as k -+a~. It is interesting to observe that 
the evidently nearly optimal construction used in Theorem 2.8 makes use only of 
points having weights k + 1, k, k- 1, and k-2, a fairly restricted list of weights. 
Let H be a connected subgraph of Q(n) spanning W(k+ 1,n). Each vertex of 
W(k + 1, n) must have at least one neighbor in H. For XEH, let N(x) be the number of 
neighbors of x which lie in W(k+ 1,n). Note that N(x)dn- k (recalling the assump- 
tion k + 19 [n/2]). Then 
Glb .&,z+l,“, N(x)b(n-k)IH\W(k+l,n)I, 
and it follows that 
Iff\Wk+Ln)l> 
&(k:,)=&(;)- 
Therefore we have M(k)>($)/(k+ l), showing that the result of Theorem 2.8 is 
within a factor of log(k) from optimality for M(k) as k -co. 
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